S o lutio n Brief

H5 Matter Analytics®

GAME-CHANGING EDISCOVERY
ANALYTICS AND REVIEW INNOVATION
Your legal clients now tightly manage to budget and operate with a relentless focus on improving
efficiency while managing risk. The eDiscovery process is ripe for innovation and continual improvement,
and corporations want their partners to drive innovation and transform eDiscovery into a more
cost-effective process. How can you get them the innovation they need and strengthen your
long term relationship?
Optimize eDiscovery with H5 Matter Analytics®, an innovation to help you accelerate email review,
manage modern eDiscovery risk, and win clients over. Our solution is fully integrated with Relativity®.

ACCELERATE EMAIL THREAD REVIEW
Reviewers spend a lot of time looking at duplicate
content in email threads and this drives up document
review costs.

H5 Matter Analytics® eliminates up to 70% of email
content and helps reviewers make faster relevancy,
privilege, PII, and redaction decisions. The result is a
faster, more efficient review process and lower costs.

Read up to 70% Less Email Content During Review

Thread Viewer:
Our email thread viewer
shows you relationships in
threads and highlights where
the unique content resides.

Conversation View:
In our breakthrough viewer reviewers
read only the unique content from
all branches in context, together as
one conversation.
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MANAGE MODERN EDISCOVERY RISKS
Attorney-client privileged information, PII, and private
health information lurk in virtually every eDiscovery
data set.
Our solution identifies lawyers, law firms and legal
discussions to reduce the risks of missing privileged
information. A tiered potentially privileged data set
streamlines review prioritization, and customizable,
automated privilege reasons and clean,normalized
attorney names makes privilege logging easier.
Sophisticated PII classifiers also identify likely and
potential PII, and provide visualization analytics on
your data.

“H5’s analytics are very much top of the market,
they are unmatched,” H5 Client
— CHAMBERS AND PARTNERS, LITIGATION SUPPORT 2019

WIN CLIENTS OVER WITH INNOVATION
Clients expect you to bring them eDiscovery
innovations that will produce better outcomes
now and in the future.
After 20 years of advancing eDiscovery with
innovative technology and the highest quality
linguistic and analytics processes, we are putting
the power of H5 Matter Analytics® in your hands.

H5 Matter Analytics innovation helps you (and
clients) make email review much more efficient.
Plus, with our solution you can see and discuss the
precise data set results you’ll get before incurring
any licensing fees.

About H5
H5 helps corporations and law firms find and manage the documents that matter in litigation and investigations by providing expert-driven, technological
solutions to address the complex challenges created by electronic data. With expertise in eDiscovery, technology-assisted review and search, H5 is committed
to helping clients find and manage the information they need to win cases, meet regulatory requirements and address risks by providing creative products
and solutions that ensure fast, accurate, cost-effective results. Visit us at www.h5.com.

Contact an H5 expert now.
info@h5.com
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